Installation Instructions
Super Model — Double, Queen & King
1.
2.
3.

Remove mattress—set it aside
Open the 2 boxes stamped “BOTTOM”.
Remove rolled pads and lift (still wrapped) onto boxspring. Remove protective bag .
Place start of roll at head (or foot) of bed. You can feel the magnet side on the top
of roll and see the labels showing “This Side Up” Start unrolling pad from the
under side of the roll.
4.
Repeat steps for the other side of bed.
5.
Open boxes stamped “TOP”.
6.
Remove rolled pads and lift (still wrapped) on top of the bottom layer. Remove
protective bag.
7.
Place at head (or foot) of bed. Remove tape and unroll a few inches— Lining up top
edge and side edges evenly with the bottom layer. The magnet side is on the bottom
of this pad and the 2 layers will snap together as you unroll. Continue all the way
down.
8.
If they don’t line up—roll back up and realign again.
9.
Repeat for other side of bed.
10. Put mattress on top of Top/Booster Sleep Pad Layer.

Mattress

or 3+ inches of padding

Labels

Top/Booster - Magnetico Sleep Pad
Bottom/Core - Magnetico Sleep Pad

Boxspring or Platform
MORE

Storage / Moving Instructions
If you need to move the Magnetico Sleep Pad at a later date, it is very important to follow these
instructions:
1. Roll the top layer(s) with the label “This Side Up” on the inside of the roll. You will feel
the magnets on the outside of the roll.
2. Flip the bottom layer(s) over. Now roll the bottom layer(s) with the label “This Side Up”
on the outside of the roll. You will feel the magnets on the outside of the roll.
If the sleep pads are not rolled up with the magnet side on the outside you will damage
the sleep pad beyond repair. If it is being returned under our Satisfaction Guarantee and the
sleep pad is damaged by not correctly rolling it, then no refund will be given.

Do not wash or dry clean covers. Fabric may shrink. Spot clean only.

IMPORTANT
Due to the strong magnetic field:


Computers or other electronic data storage devices should be placed at least 3 feet
away from the sides and ends of your Magnetico Sleep Pad.



Avoid TV (old CRT style) placement in the room directly below your bed. The
magnetic field can affect your color. LCD and plasma screens will not be affected.
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